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ABSTRACT Fine jewelry is a unique class of ornaments composed of precious metals and gemstones.
Premium-grade metals such as gold, platinum, and sliver, and gemstones such as pearls, diamonds, rubies,
and emeralds are used use to make fine jewelry. Paper-based certificates are typically issued by retailers
and producers for fine jewelry and gemstones as a proof of origin, sale, ownership, history, and quality.
However, paper certificates are subject to counterfeiting, loss, or theft. In this paper, we show how nonfungible tokens (NFTs) and Ethereum blockchain can be used for digital certification, proof of ownership,
sale history, and quality, as well as proof of delivery for fine jewelry and gemstones. We present the proposed
system design and architecture with sequence diagrams covering key interactions for jewelry production,
purchase, and sale, along with algorithms related to NFT minting, auctioning, ownership management,
and physical delivery. We demonstrate that our proposed NFT and blockchain-based solution can provide
superior alternative in terms of verifiability, traceability, immutability, and security when compared with
paper-based certification and traditional auctioning, delivery and ownership management. We make our
developed smart contracts and testing scripts publicly available on GitHub.
INDEX TERMS Blockchain, NFTs, Ethereum, Fine Jewelry, Gemstone, Proof of Delivery, Digital
Certificates
I. INTRODUCTION

Precious gemstones and metals are the most valuable materials for making fine jewelry and other ornaments. The
precious stones are obtained from minerals, rocks, living
organisms, and metal alloys [1]. The characteristics of such
materials, like rarity, durability, size, color, clarity, and shape,
influence their value. For example, diamonds are one of
the most rigid and durable minerals, and their rarity comes
from their slow formation in the Earth’s crust for over three
billion years, making them extremely expensive [2, 3]. Natural pearls, on the other hand, grow accidentally in a living
organism, such as oysters, without human intervention. As a
result, a natural pearl formation takes six to four years [4].
Gemstones go on a long journey from mining to polishing
before being used in fine jewelry. The current diamond or
pearl industry lacks adequate transparency, and traceability
of the gemstone used for a specific piece of jewelry [5, 6].
Customers have the right to know the mining source of a purchased diamond, as they are becoming less compromising on
ensuring their fine jewelry is sourced ethically [7]. An issue

called Blood Diamonds in Africa has introduced concerns regarding the non-ethical approach to mining diamonds. Rebel
organizations are mining diamonds in war zones, indirectly
resulting in customers supporting the conflicts through their
purchase [8].
Natural pearls face a different issue these days. The value
of a natural pearl depends on its quality and scarcity. In the
late 1800s, Kokichi Mikimoto changed the pearl industry by
introducing the first cultured pearl [4]. Cultured pearls grow
with the help of human intervention. Farms intentionally
insert foreign materials into an oyster and mollusk to produce
up to thirty pearls per oyster. On the other hand, a natural
pearl forms when a foreign object enters the oyster, triggering
its defensive mechanism that produces the pearl. By creating
pearl farms, workers can drastically increase the number of
pearls harvested, thus decreasing the scarcity aspect of pearls.
In addition, cultured pearls are known to have lower quality
and variety when compared to natural ones.
Traditional methods of verifying the quality and value of
a gemstone use paper certificates, which add a trusted-third
1
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FIGURE 1. A typical purchasing process flow for fine jewelry from producer to customer

party issue. Those certificates include limited information
that explicitly describes the gemstone features, such as the
weight, type, and color [9]. A customer must trust the centralized system that issues the value certificate to the gemstone.
A centralized system lacks traceability and transparency of
the gemstone from mining to purchasing. For fine jewelry
that has a high value, customers and buyers look for their
assurance of being of high quality and the authenticity of
their history, and whether these goods originated from a natural source. However, maintaining transparency in the trading
process of such high-value precious items as diamonds and
natural pearls is difficult. Thus, trust plays a critical role in
trading gemstones, making the idea of open trading of gems
extremely challenging [10].
Using a blockchain-based ledger can overcome the traditional methods that lack transparency. Blockchain works by
keeping a list of transactions in a block [11]. A block contains
a header and a body. The header includes the previous block’s
hash, thus linking the blocks together and creating a chain.
This method provides an immutability feature where it is
difficult to tamper with the data stored in the blockchain. In
addition, blockchain is decentralized since it does not have a
central trusted authority, nor a trusted-third party is required
to verify the transactions. A way to customize transactions
in a blockchain is by implementing smart contracts [12].
Smart contracts are self-executing codes that monitor and
manage transactions. Blockchain has proved to be a secure
way to store and share data. For example, several fields implement it as the basis of their applications, such as managing
autonomous vehicles, healthcare applications, supply chain
management, and waste processing management [13–18].
The immutable feature of the blockchain ledger helps keep
unchanged traces of the entire process flow in the fine jewelry
industry and limits fraudulent activities. With blockchain,
customers and entities can know every stage and process
when purchasing jewelry, thus creating a more traceable

record and encouraging ethical sourcing of its gemstones and
metals [19, 20].
On top of the blockchain implementation to facilitate the
gemstone supply chain, non-fungible tokens (NFTs) can be
employed to create digital assets and certificates that correspond to the physical gemstone [21]. NFTs are non-fungible,
meaning each token is unique and cannot be exchanged for
another [22]. Each NFT has a single owner and is backed
by the blockchain, which adds value and traceability to the
ownership of the digital asset [23]. Today, the NFTs market is
estimated to be worth USD 1.2 billion [24]. One of the prominent areas that leverage NFTs is creative work. For example,
the fashion industry uses NFTs by providing digital assets
of their physical counterparts that can be used in the virtual
world [24]. Similarly, NFTs can be useful to encode the
features of precious stones and metals, provide identification
and quality assurance, and help customers avoid purchasing
fine jewelry from fraud organizations, thus ensuring a the
purchase of a legitimate piece.
In addition to blockchain and NFTs, further work must be
done to ensure the safe delivery of the jewelry pieces to the
consumers before transferring the NFT ownerships. Various
technologies being developed under the web3 umbrella can
help guarantee the delivery of physical assets. Such technologies include decentralized storage and dispute resolution
protocols [25].
Figure 1 illustrates the purchasing process flow of a purchase from Jewelry Producer to Customer. The figure has
been created by adapting process flows in the diamond industry and generalizing it to suit a process flow of purchasing
jewelry pieces [9, 10]. Integrating blockchain, NFTs, and
proof of delivery can establish a trustworthy network for
managing valuable assets. This paper proposes a decentralized solution to issue digital certificates for fine jewelry and gemstones, and guarantee their delivery throughout
the supply chain. Our proposed approach utilizes Ethereum

2
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blockchain network, in which our developed smart contracts
operate to manage proof of ownership and proof of delivery
for valuable assets. The primary contributions of our work
can be summarized as follows:
• We present a system that leverages NFTs and blockchain
to provide digital certification, proof of ownership, and proof
of delivery for fine jewelry and gemstones.
• We incorporate ERC-721 and marketplace smart contracts to trace and manage ownership of jewelry and allow
fully decentralized bidding and sale of fine jewelry and gemstones, with proof of delivery and secure transfer of NFTs.
• We demonstrate our proposed approach by defining
the system stakeholders, presenting the system architecture
overview, and illustrating the interactions among stakeholders in three use case scenarios with sequence diagrams.
• We lay out and explain algorithms to manage issuing
ERC-721 NFTs for fine jewelry, conduct auctions, and establish and approve a physical delivery of the assets. Further,
we implement the algorithms into Ethereum-based smart
contracts and deploy them for extensive testing. We make our
code publicly available on GitHub 1 .
• We evaluate our solution and assess its feasibility by
executing cost and security analysis for minting and bidding
jewelry NFTs and explore generalization potential beyond
the industry of physical valuable assets. Finally, we show
how our solution is a superior alternative compared to prior
studies, in terms of verifiability, trust, and reliability.
The remaining of this paper is organized as follows:
Section II presents related work, followed by our proposed
NFTs solution in Section III. Then, Section IV describes
our implementation details, which we assess and discuss in
Section V and Section VI. Finally, Section VII concludes and
summarizes this paper.
II. RELATED WORK

This section covers related work where blockchain and NFTs
were used to build or assess the supply chain of fine jewelry
and gemstones. However, to our best knowledge, no proposed
implementation uses NFTs to trace the ownership of valuable
assets.
A. BLOCKCHAIN-BASED APPLICATIONS FOR
JEWELRY

A work done by Cartier et al. focuses on tracing diamonds
by implementing a generalized traceability blockchain [5].
Firstly, stone information is added to the blockchain, such as
mining location, photo, and weight. Next, a block is produced
within the blockchain, and the stone is assigned a unique ID
number. Then, the rough stone is purchased by a gemstone
cutter, and the blockchain is updated with new information
about the new cut and polished stone. After that, the cut stone
is purchased and mounted in a ring for retail sale by a jeweler.
In the production stage, the blockchain is updated with the
new information about the ring. Finally, the ring is purchased
1 https://github.com/AnonGitter20220902/nft-for-jewels

by a customer. The consumer may be given documentation
about the precious item that may include a unique ID to
visualize specific aspects of the history on a specialized platform. If requested, the consumer identity can also be stored
on the blockchain as proof of ownership. This approach
provides transparent tracking and traceability for consumers,
auditors, or companies. However, the paper leaves room for
further details to be investigated, considering various factors
that may affect security, diamond certification, and delivery.
This approach was studied by Dasaklis et al. [26], among
other supply chain traceability implementations, in which
the authors discovered a general lack of implementation
and deployment details in the studies, in addition to calling
for newly developed solutions to perform tests in real-life
environments.
When actors and processes increase, a blockchain-based
system gets complicated to manage and design. A compelling
work by Kanak et al. introduces a Diamond Accountability Model (DAM) that provides information on designing
blockchain-based solutions [27]. The researchers propose a
solution comprising three main layers: user level, operational
level cyber-physical systems (CPSs), and authorized coordination level. Most importantly, data exchange and manipulation techniques are implemented in CPS. The DAM system
comprises many partnering organizations, each with its own
CPS that generates data. Therefore, blockchain is used to
store data and prevent manipulation. Meanwhile, an authorized coordinator begins receiving data and storing it in a
secure database. However, when data verification is required
during the functioning of CPSs, the coordinator verifies if
the partner is authenticated before sending the data. Next,
each partner hashes the corresponding data and confirms
the validity of the smart contract operations. Generally, the
proposed approach can be applied for various applications
with a flexible range of partners and CPSs. However, this
approach requires further enhancements to the privacy and
security aspects.
B. PROOF OF DELIVERY FOR JEWELRY

The supply chain system based on blockchain consists of
a trade chain and an information chain platform [28]. The
critical functionality of the trade chain platform is to regulate
the trading process between supply chain companies, during
which a trade smart contract verifies the authenticity and
completion of a transaction. Additionally, when a transaction
is completed, the trade chain platform logs the start time,
parties involved, completion status, and other details and
makes them available to supply chain companies. However,
Information management is responsible for the information
chain platform. The supply chain platform stores relevant
data about the products in the supply chain. Also, the whole
life cycle of a product can be traced using recorded product
information. Based on the results obtained, the system meets
essential supply chain criteria but must improve throughput
and security and ensure the physical delivery to customers.
Authors in [29] provided a proof of delivery system that
3
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creates a trusted, secure, decentralized, and accountable permissionless Ethereum blockchain. The system uses Ethereum
smart contracts to prove the delivery of a sent item between
a seller and a buyer, regardless of how many intermediate
carriers are required. The use of double deposit collateral
incentivizes all participating companies to perform honestly.
Automated Ether payment is a critical component of their
solution that ensures that each entity receives its intended
portion of Ether upon successful delivery. An arbitration
mechanism is also included if a dispute emerges throughout
the shipping process.
Proof of digital assets delivery system in [30] provides
a decentralized system using the Ethereum blockchain.
The system uses fundamental aspects of blockchain and
Ethereum smart contracts to provide immutable and tamperproof logs, accountability, and traceability. Ethereum smart
contracts coordinate and manage all interactions and transactions, including automatic payments in Ether cryptocurrency among customers, digital content providers, and the
file server storing the digital material. This system includes
a mechanism for resolving disagreements among participants. A secure off-chain download phase involving the file
server and customers is part of the solution. Furthermore,
the solution uses the advantages of the InterPlanetary File
System (IPFS) to store the terms and conditions that the smart
contract actors have agreed to.
III. OUR PROPOSED SOLUTION

In this section, we present our proposed solution that utilizes
the Ethereum blockchain, NFTs, IPFS, and smart contracts
to trace, perform transactions, and create digital certificates
for fine jewelry and gemstones. We embrace the Ethereum
blockchain to utilize its programmable nature and target the
jewelry production, bidding, and delivery industry with smart
contracts. Moreover, our system eliminates all trusted centralized authority requirements and provides security, high
integrity, reliability, traceability, and transparency.
Unlike traditional solutions, the change of fine jewelry
ownership is done in an automated and secure way without
the need for any visits to shops or certificate authorities.
Moreover, the physical delivery of the assets is done through
courier services, which are an integral element of the onchain system and play a role in the suggested solution, which
improves the trust and security and the accuracy with which
conflicts are resolved.
A. GENERAL SYSTEM OVERVIEW

The smart contracts built on Ethereum help keep a secure,
traceable record of fine jewelry ownership. Our proposed
framework focuses on creating smart contracts available for
the general public to call functions that support the standard
NFTs operations. Once deployed, smart contracts are considered immutable since they are shared with all mining nodes
of the blockchain network. A mining node is considered a
machine that captures all the network transactions to execute
and validate them. The mining nodes then solve a consensus

FIGURE 2. A general system overview of the proposed NFT-based system
architecture for fine jewelry management

algorithm like the proof-of-work to mine a new block to
the chain. Each mining node has an identical copy of the
entire list of blocks. Actors in the system can use the frontend Decentralized Applications (DApps) to call the smart
contract functions. Application programming interfaces such
as Infura help connect the DApps with the Ethereum network containing the smart contracts. Generally, each entity
interacting with the smart contracts requires a customized
DApp for its specified use case. Events in smart contracts
help notify all the participating actors in the system of alerts
from function processes.
Our proposed system aims to transfer and trace fine jewelry NFT ownership. Figure 2 illustrates the system architecture and gives a general overview of our work. The participating actors are shown in the figure. They include the Certificate Authority, Jewelry Retail Store, Courier Service, and
Customer. The actors use the DApps to communicate with
the Ethereum Virtual Network. Each participating entity has
a unique Ethereum Address (EA) used to call the functions
of the smart contracts. An Ethereum Address is created by
hashing the public key of the actor. Each Ethereum account
contains a public-private key pair used to sign and verify
transactions digitally. Building the framework on Ethereum
helps provide anonymity, transparency, and integrity to all
transactions.
The proposed framework consists of three smart contracts
(SCs). The first smart contract is the ERC-721 NFT SC,
which contains predefined functions from the ERC-721 library that help mint and manage NFTs. The second SC, the

4
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FIGURE 3. Sequence diagram showing the interactions of actors during the fine jewelry production phase

Bidding SC, consists of rules defined to create a jewelry auction. Through it, Retail Stores create an auction by displaying
an item that Customers can view. Once the auction begins,
Customers call the bidding function to set a desired bidding
amount for the jewelry piece. Later, the SC finds the highest
bidder and announces the winner. Physical Delivery SC is the
last SC in our design. Functions from this smart contract are
influenced by the work done in [29, 30]. This smart contract
manages the delivery services to ensure a safe and secure
package delivery. Lastly, our design leverages decentralized
storage to establish a framework possessing completely decentralized properties. All fine jewelry and gemstones data
are stored as NFT metadata in the decentralized storage.
B. SEQUENCE DIAGRAMS

Actors in the system communicate with the smart contracts
by calling functions and sharing their EAs. The sequence
diagrams describe the flow of processes in purchasing and
owning a jewelry piece. Figure 3 displays the sequence
diagram illustrating the interactions in the first phase of the
system. The Certificate Authority needs to deploy the ERC721 SC as a first step. Then, Jewelry Producers submit their

jewelry pieces for checking and validation to generate a
digital certificate. Next, the Certificate Authority extracts the
metadata related to the jewelry piece and stores it in the IPFS
storage. Attributes such as the jewelry identification number,
IPFS reference, and the owner EA get shared with the SC
to mint the NFT. The Retail Store then purchases jewelry
pieces from the Jewelry Producer and receives the digital
ownership of the jewelry NFT. Finally, an event gets triggered
to announce that the NFT ownership has been changed.
Figure 4 presents the sequence diagram of the interactions
during the jewelry bidding phase. First, the Retail Store
deploys the Bidding SC and initiates a new jewelry auction.
This action triggers an event to notify all the Customers
that an auction for the specified jewelry piece has begun.
Interested Customers view the event and send bidding requests to the Bidding SC. The SC calculates the highest
bidder, stores the value sent by the Customer, and sends
an event to notify the actors of the winning bidder. The
Retail Store then approves the Customer and launches an
event that a delivery service is required to deliver the jewelry
piece. Figure 5 displays both the physical delivery phase
and the NFT ownership transfer phase. A Courier Service
5
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FIGURE 4. Sequence diagram showing the interactions of actors during the bidding phase

views the delivery request event, notifies the Retail Store by
communicating with the Physical Asset Delivery SC, and
sends the security deposit fee required to start the delivery
process (the Customer also needs to send a security deposit).
The beginning of the delivery process is broadcasted as an
event, and the Courier Service physically starts to deliver
the package. Upon successful delivery, the Customer needs
to approve that the package has been delivered successfully
by contacting the Physical Assets Delivery SC. The security
deposits are returned to the Courier Service and the Customer
upon successful delivery. Also, the bidding amount sent by
the Customer gets transferred to the Retail Store. The NFT
token transfer is completed once the requirements have been
met, and the new owner of the fine jewelry NFT becomes the
Customer who won the auction.
C. SYSTEM DESIGN

As shown in Figure 2 previously, there are a total of four
main participating actors plus Jewelry Producers. Each participating actor has a specified role in the system and in
interacting with the smart contracts. The roles of the actors
are summarized below:
Jewelry Producer: The Jewelry Producer customizes and
manufactures jewelry pieces, such as necklaces, rings, earrings, and bracelets. Each jewelry piece has its own attributes,
including the type of gemstones and metals used. Then, the
Jewelry Producer submits the jewelry piece to the Certificate
Authority to assess it and generate a digital twin certificate

using an NFT.
Certificate Authority: The Certificate Authority creates
digital certificates by building a digital twin of the jewelry
piece using NFTs. The NFT contains metadata that is stored
on IPFS.
Retail Store: The Retail Store purchases jewelry pieces
from the Jewelry Producer, the NFT gets transferred from
the Jewelry Producer to the Retail Store, and the Retail Store
receives the digital ownership of the fine jewelry NFT.
Courier Service: Courier Services are called by the Retail
Store to deliver the jewelry piece to the Customer who purchased it. The delivery is based on the geographical location
of the buyer.
Customer: A Customer views the jewelry pieces auctions
of the Retail Store and bids for items to purchase. Upon a
successful purchase, the Customer is the new owner of the
jeweler NFT.
All contributing actors communicate through smart contracts in the Ethereum network. There is a total of three
smart contracts in the proposed system. The Jewelry Producer first designs and manufactures a jewelry piece. The
jewelry has its metadata which includes: jewelry type, metals
used, gemstones used, and manufacturing date. The metadata
gets uploaded to the IPFS decentralized storage. In addition,
information such as a video capturing all angles of a jewelry piece can be added to the IPFS storage. The Jewelry
Producer then submits the jewelry piece to the Certificate
Authority to generate a digital certificate for the jewelry by
using NTFs. The jewelry NFTs include the address of their

6
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FIGURE 5. Sequence diagram showing the interactions of actors during the physical delivery phase and the transfer of NFT ownership

Jewelry Producer and the metadata of the jewelry. Once the
NFT is minted, the jewelry piece can be sold physically
with its NFT digital twin to a Retail Store. A Customer
views Retail Store auctions on jewelry pieces and bids on the
desired piece to buy. When the auction ends, and the winning
bidder is announced, the Courier Service gets notified of a
delivery process. Information about the Customer and the
delivery location get shared with the Courier Service to
ensure safe delivery from the Retail Store to the Customer.
Security deposits by the Customer and the Courier Service
are made to ensure policy compliance and that the actors
are not committing violations. Once delivery is completed,
the security deposits are returned to both the Customer and
Courier Service. When the Retail Store receives the purchase
amount, the NFT ownership of the jewelry piece purchased
gets transferred to the Customer.
D. NFT TOKEN CREATION

Tokenization is the process of creating digital assets, and in
Ethereum, there are two mainstream standards to tokenize
assets: ERC-20 and ERC-721. ERC-721 allows the freedom
of creating unique token IDs, a feature not found in ERC20. NFTs are popular in gaming and digital art. However, in
our implementation we use NFTs to create digital certificates
for jewelry and gemstones. As described before, Jewelry

Producers submit jewelry pieces to Certificate Authorities,
where the jewelry metadata gets generated based on the
assessment performed by the Certificate Authority. The metadata of the jewelry piece includes description details such
as the jewelry type, material used, weight, and dimensions.
Other metadata may include pictures and videos taken of the
jewelry piece. Storing large files of the jewelry metadata is
costly on the ledger. Thus IPFS storage system is utilized.
A URL link is obtained from the IPFS storage and used as
a reference to the NFT metadata. The Certificate Authority
generates the jewelry NFT and provides ownership to the
Jewelry Producer. The jewelry NFT ownership is then transferred based on the ERC-721 standards once a Retail Store or
a Customer purchases a physical twin of the NFT.
IV. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS

In this section, we describe the functions and algorithms used
to perform the requirements of our proposed NFT-based solution. The blockchain ledger is built on the Ethereum platform
during implementation, and smart contracts are written using
Solidity language. First, Algorithm 1 describes the process
of minting a new NFT, a feature exclusive to the Certificate
Authority. The algorithm takes in the EA of the NFT owner,
which is initially set to the Jewelry Producer. Additional
input information includes the fine jewelry serial number and
7
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Algorithm 1: ERC-721 and NFT management
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

11

Input: ItemSN, URI, NFTOwnerEA
NFTOwnerEA: Ethereum address of the owner
ItemSN: Serial number of the jewelry piece
URI: IPFS of the jewelry metadata
Modifier: onlyCertificateAuthority
Generate TokenID
Call mint(NFTOwnerEA, TokenID)
Call setTokenURI(TokenID, URI)
Map ItemSN → TokenID
Emit an event to announce the creation of a new
jewelry NFT
Return: TokenID

Algorithm 3: Establish physical delivery of jewelry
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Algorithm 4: Approve delivery and transfer NFT
ownership
1

Algorithm 2: Creating a jewelry auction
1
2
3
4

5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Input: BiddingTime, CustomerEA, CustomerBid
BiddingTime: Total time allowed for bidding
CustomerEA: Address of the bidding customer
CustomerBid: Bidding amount provided by the
customer
AuctionClose ← CurrentTime + BiddingTime
Call StartAuction()
if CustomerBid > TopBid then
TopBid ← CustomerBid
TopBidder ← CustomerEA
end
Emit an event to announce the highest bidder once the
bidding time is over

the IPFS link that includes the jewelry metadata. Eventually,
predefined functions from the ERC-721 library are called to
formally mint the NFT, after which an event is triggered at
the end to notify the entities in the network that a new jewelry
piece with its digital twin NFT has been added.
After the winner is announced, the Retail Store approves
the Customer as a purchaser of the jewelry piece. Algorithm 3
describes the process of establishing a delivery request. First,
an event is triggered to notify Courier Services that a new
delivery request has been created. The Courier Service needs
to pay a security deposit amount of 1 Ether to take in the
request. Next, the Customer needs to pay a security deposit
of 1 Ether to establish the delivery process. The security
deposits are saved in the smart contract until the delivery is
completed. A final event gets sent to notify that the physical
delivery has started.
The Bidding SC includes methods that create rules for
the fine jewelry auctions. Algorithm 2 presents the bidding
algorithm used. The Retail Store establishes a jewelry auction
by providing the bidding time. During the bidding time,
bidders participate by calling the bid method and sharing the
desired bidding value in Ether. A Customer can only request
a bid by providing a bidding value higher than the current top
bid. Once the auction is completed, the Retail Store ends the

Input: BuyerEA, ItemSN, CourierEA
BuyerEA: Ethereum address of the customer
CourierEA: Ethereum address of the courier
Call approve(BuyerEA)
if Buyer pays deposit and Courier pays deposit then
Emit an event to announce the creation of a new
delivery request
end

2
3

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Input: BuyerEA, CourierEA, RetailEA, TokenID,
Approved
Retail: Ethereum address of the retail store
Approved: Decision of the customer based on the
delivery
if Approved then
Transfer securityDeposit to Buyer and Courier
Transfer biddingAmount to Retail
Call transfer(Retail, Buyer, TokenID)
Transfer biddingAmount to Retail
Emit events to announce successful delivery and
transfer of jewelry NFT
else
Emit an event to notify a failed delivery
end

auction and triggers an event that announces the winner and
the top bid. The bidding amount remains stored in the smart
contract until the physical item is delivered successfully. The
amount then gets transferred to the Retail Store.
Algorithm 4 describes the process of approving a successful delivery. After the physical delivery off-chain is completed, the Customer must confirm receiving the physical
asset. If the Customer approves the delivery, the security
deposits get transferred back to the Customer and the Courier
Services. Additionally, the bidding amount saved in the bidding smart contract gets transferred to the Retail Store. If
the Customer does not approve the delivery, the security
deposit remains in the smart contract, and the Retail Store
investigates the issue off the chain. The Retail Store controls transferring the security deposits based on the entered
amount. On a successful delivery, the Retail Store confirms
the transfer of the jewelry NFT, and the new owner becomes
the Customer who purchased the physical jewelry piece.
V. TESTING AND VALIDATION

This section includes the testing and validation procedure of
the smart contracts. Testing of smart contracts is done on
Ethereum by using Hardhat environment. Hardhat provides
various tools to compile, deploy, run, and test Solidity code.
For our tests, we compile the code using solc version 0.8.9,
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FIGURE 6. Transaction details and events of calling the Jewelry mint function
FIGURE 8. Transaction details and events of CS and C1 paying security
deposits
TABLE 1. List of Ethereum addresses used in smart contract testing

Actor

Ethereum Address

FIGURE 7. Inquiry of ERC-721 ownerOf function showing the owner of the
jewelry is RS

Certificate Authority
Jewelry Producer
Retail Store
Courier Service

0xf39Fd6e51aad8...827279cffFb92266
0x70997970C5181...01b50e0d17dc79C8
0x3C44CdDdB6a90...99e03d12FA4293BC
0x90F79bf6EB2c4...982E1f101E93b906

with optimizations enabled at 1000 runs. We utilize Hardhat’s
local node to deploy the compiled smart contracts to an
Ethereum testnet, enabling us to call any public function and
retrieve actual statistics on costs and blocktime latency. Furthermore, we take advantage of Hardhat’s tools to automate
the test cases, generate coverage reports, and track the gas
costs of functions. In Ethereum, the gas cost of a function
represents how complex it is, and it is the metric used by
mining nodes to take rewards upon executing the code. This
section describes the test path we ran to validate our proofof-concept implementation of the smart contracts.
In our testing we use a total of eight Ethereum accounts,
the first four are the Certificate Authority (CA), Jewelry Producer (JP ), Retail Store (RS), and Courier Service (CS).
The remaining four accounts are of different Customers,
denoted as Ci where i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} is the index. The
addresses of the accounts and deployed smart contracts are
shown in Table 1.
The testing begins with CA deploying the ERC-721 NFT
SC on the network and minting a new fine jewelry NFT
on behalf of JP , which is what Figure 6 shows. The mint
function call takes the owner JP address, the jewelry item
identifier (100), and the jewelry metadata URL on IPFS
as a 59-character UTF-8 string. The next step is the RS
to acquire the fine jewelry by calling the approveTransfer
function, which takes the new owner address (RS) and the
NFT identifier (0). At this point, the owner of the jewelry is
RS, as depicted by Figure 7.
To sell the jewelry piece, RS deploys an Auction SC
and assigns two parameters: NFT identifier (0) and auction

Customer 1
Customer 2
Customer 3
Customer 4

0x15d34AAf54267...9AAf71A00a2C6A65
0x9965507D1a55b...16FB37d819B0A4dc
0x976EA74026E72...54763abd0C3a0aa9
0x14dC79964da2C...3cc7Ca32193d9955

Jewelry SC
Auction SC
Delivery SC

0x5FbDB2315678a...d93F642f64180aa3
0x663F3ad617193...334eE4Ed07016602
0x8438Ad1C83462...29a248E37C2D7E3f

duration in seconds (7200 for two hours). The customers are
allowed for the duration of the auction to place their bids by
calling the bid function accompanied by a payment. In our
test C1 starts the biddings with 0.5 ETH, followed by C2
with 0.6 ETH, then C3 and C4 with bids 0.7 ETH and 0.8
ETH, respectively. Finally, C1 increases the bid amount to 0.9
ETH, at which point the auction period ends, and RS closes
the auction. Since C2,3,4 are no longer top bidders, they can
call withdraw to return their payment from the Auction SC.
For the delivery phase, RS deploys a Delivery SC, calls
changeDeposit function to set the required deposit amount
to 0.5 ETH and confirms the winner of the auction on item
100 as C1 by calling approveBuyer with the address and
item number as inputs. Then, each of the CS and C1 pay
a security deposit of 0.5 ETH to establish the delivery, by
calling courierDeposit and buyerDeposit respectively. Figure 8 displays a value amount represented in Wei successfully
submitted by both actors. An event is then triggered to notify
that a physical delivery has started off the chain.
After receiving the delivery, C1 calls buyerApproval to
confirm that the delivery was successfully completed, which
emits an event as seen in Figure 9, and returns the security
9
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FIGURE 9. Transaction details and events of C1 confirming a successful
delivery
FIGURE 11. Transaction details and events of RS transferring the jewelry
NFT to C1

FIGURE 12. Inquiry of ERC-721 ownerOf function showing the owner of the
jewelry is C1

FIGURE 10. Ethereum balance of CS and C1 before (upper) and after
(lower) the delivery process

deposits back to the CS and C1 . Figure 10 shows the ETH
balance of the two entities.
The last step in the testing is for RS to call approveTransfer and provide C1 as the address and (0) as the NFT
identifier, upon which the NFT gets transferred to C1 , as
confirmed by Figure 11 and Figure 12.
All the executed tests in this validation path succeeded and
returned the expected results. The tests cover over 92.98%
of the developed code statements, and 93.1% of the lines of
code, according to Hardhat’s coverage report.
VI. DISCUSSION

In this section, we present cost and security analyses of our
proposed solution and implementation to demonstrate its financial viability and robustness against well-known security
threats and weaknesses. Moreover, we analyze the latency
and throughput of our developed architecture and compare
our proposal to prior solutions.
A. SECURITY ANALYSIS

Our proposed solution addresses essential security and privacy concerns commonly found in the assets traceability
field. These concerns range from data security aspects, such
as the integrity and confidentiality of the data, to servicerelated aspects, such as availability, accountability, and non-

repudiation. Our security discussion qualitatively evaluates
these aspects of the proposed architecture and quantitatively
analyzes the security of the developed smart contracts using
dedicated tools.
Data Integrity: Blockchain, in essence, ensures the integrity of all data that is passed to it as inputs, state variables,
and outputs. Our solution ensures that all data flows through
the Ethereum network. Data of small sizes, such as the
fine jewelry pricing, bidding amounts, and the owner of the
jewelry, are stored directly on the ledger. In contrast, large
data, such as the jewelry metadata, are linked to the chain via
their hash.
As for data processing, our solution solely uses blockchain
for all code execution, eliminating any possibility of a malicious entity manipulating the data. However, considering
Ethereum continues to use proof of work, there is a chance
of a 51% attack, where more than half the participating
Ethereum nodes collude to sway the mining decisions.
Data Confidentiality: Although blockchain does not offer
confidentiality to data stored on the ledger by default, this
aspect is not a barrier to adopting the solutions due to two
reasons: First, Ethereum entities are pseudonyms, meaning
even if the data is public, it cannot be easily associated
with an individual. Second, the solution is compatible with
encrypting the jewelry metadata files before publishing them
on IPFS.
Availability: Due to its decentralization structure,
blockchain is very resilient to attacks that prevent the
availability of resources to legitimate users. Even during
attacks, such as denial of service, all functions like minting
jewel NFTs, bidding in the marketplace, delivering goods,
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TABLE 2. Vulnerability risk-confidence matrix

TABLE 3. Cost analysis and throughput (in transactions per second)

Impact
High
Confidence

Contract Function

Medium Low

Total

High

0

0

3

3

Medium

0

1

6

7

and transferring ownership continue to work.
Accountability: In our proposed system, tracking the actions of participants is crucial to maintaining a trustworthy
environment. Inquiries such as knowing the initiator and
miner of transactions are stored with timestamps as part of
the tamper-proof ledger. Therefore, our approach allows us
to track and trace all activities. Furthermore, our adoption
of the ERC-721 standard ensures our solution provides a
robust mechanism against allowing unwanted entities from
managing and maliciously transferring the jewelry NFTs.
Non-repudiation: Stakeholders in our solution cannot
falsely claim calling a function with given parameters because all transactions are recorded in an immutable and
public manner. However, considering that the highest bidding
Customer must pay the fees beforehand, the Retail Store and
Courier Service can reject delivering the jewelry piece or
transferring the NFT.
Vulnerability Analysis: We performed quantitative vulnerability analysis on the developed Solidity code using
Slither analyzer tool. The analysis results are detailed in
Table 2, showing the lack of high-impact vulnerability in our
prototype smart contracts. Moreover, it is evident from the
risk matrix that most of the vulnerabilities are concentrated
at the low-impact medium-confidence spot, further indicating
the minimal risk associated with our Solidity code. In a
deeper analysis of the detected vulnerabilities, we noticed
they are related to the possibility of Ether being locked in
a smart contract, which can be solved by adding guarded
transfer functions to retrieve any locked amounts.
B. COST ANALYSIS

This section discusses the cost analysis of the SC transactions. Each transaction execution requires a specific amount
of gas. Gas is defined as the unit to measure the transaction
cost required for execution. On Ethereum, gas fees are paid
by Ether. Since the gas fees are usually small, they are represented by Giga-wei (Gwei) instead of Ether, where 1 Ether
is equivalent to 1,000,000,000 Gwei. Since miners prefer to
capture transactions with higher gas prices, offering a high
gas amount is recommended to mint transactions quickly.
Transaction cost depends on the complexity of the smart
contract function. Functions that perform more extensive
calculations and call other functions are bound to have
higher transaction costs. View functions, which only read and
process information, are performed with lower transaction
costs. Table 3 presents a summary of the transaction costs
required to run the functions defined in our proposed NFT-

Jewelry

Deployment
mint
approveTransfer

Cost (Gas) Cost (USD) Throughput
1,466,204
119,971
58,962

51.61
4.22
2.08

1.57
19.24
39.14

Auction Deployment
bid
auctionClosed
withdraw

380,421
59,681
51,203
28,514

13.39
2.10
1.80
1.00

6.07
38.67
45.07
80.93

Delivery Deployment
changeDeposit
approveBuyer
courierDeposit
buyerDeposit
buyerApproval

673,553
28,673
69,846
71,924
30,780
59,066

23.71
1.01
2.46
2.53
1.08
2.08

3.43
80.48
33.04
32.09
74.97
39.07

based approach. The gas costs are reported by Hardhat’s
gas reporting tool, and the USD conversions are calculated
considering 22 Gwei gas price and 1600 USD Ether price 2 .
Besides the contract deployments, which ordinarily consume the most amounts of gas, the function mint is shown
to be the function with the highest transaction cost. This
function is used by the Certificate Authority to generate
new NFTs. The transaction cost is high due to the strict
minting procedure dictated by the ERC-721 standard. Inheritance in Ethereum and calling functions from different
smart contracts heavily increase the gas cost of a transaction.
On the contrary, the other functions display much lower
transaction costs. Overall, the displayed transaction costs
present a feasible implementation of integrating blockchain
and NFTs in purchasing valuable assets. However, it needs to
be noted that Ether prices are not stable and keep fluctuating,
so this fluctuation introduces a tradeoff between cost and
requirement.
C. OVERHEAD, LATENCY, AND THROUGHPUT

Considering our solutions adopts the Ethereum blockchain,
there can be a heavy overhead toward a fully decentralized
connection to the network. Traditionally, end users must have
an updated Ethereum node running on their devices to be able
to initiate and respond to transactions and events. However,
more recently, solutions such as Infura and Alchemy simplify
the connection procedure and minimize the overhead of using
blockchain solutions.
On the other hand, latency is a character of the Ethereum
network, which is defined to stay in the range of 10 to
15 seconds, averaging around 13 seconds for most blocks.
However, in cases where the end-user requests a transaction
with a low gas price offer, the mining nodes will neglect
the request for long durations. As for throughput, it differs
based on the function called, which is why we include the
maximum theoretical throughput (transactions per second) in
Table 3.
2 Prices

as of August 28th, 2022. https://etherscan.io/charts.
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TABLE 4. Comparison of our proposed solution against prior ones

[10] [32] [33] [28] [34]

[29]
Our
[31]
[30]
Solution

Proof of ownership
Proof of phys. delivery
Off-chain decen. storage
Non-fungible tokens
Decentralized payments

Yes
No
No
No
No

No
Yes
Yes
No
Yes

Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Implemented
Deployed and tested

Yes No Yes Yes No Yes Yes
No No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
No
No
No
Yes

Yes
No
No
No
No

No
Yes
No
No
No

Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes

D. COMPARISON TO PREVIOUS SOLUTIONS

To gain a further understanding of how our proposed approach achieves the goal of providing proof of ownership and
proof of delivery for fine jewelry and gemstones, we compare
our solution against previous ones. For the comparison, we
chose all studies that propose a blockchain-based technical
solution.
As evident in Table 4, we are the only implemented and
deployed solution to offer scalable NFT-based proof of ownership, proof of delivery, and a fully decentralized payment
mechanism. Notable studies such as Westerkamp et al. [31]
lacks the delivery aspect and does not consider the payments,
and Hasan and Salah [29, 30] lack the ownership aspect and
are not oriented around NFTs.

easily adapted for use by different industries. In addition, our
system implements three smart contracts that can be applied
to different aspects of selling and buying jewelry. Thus, our
solution improves existing business processes beyond the
precious assets industry.
VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have presented a solution that leverages
NFTs and blockchain to provide secure and trusted digital
ownership certificates, physical delivery, and provenance of
data associated with producing and selling valuable items like
fine jewelry, pearls, and gemstones. Our solution is based
on the public Ethereum blockchain and ERC-721 NFT smart
contracts. Specifically, we created three smart contracts that
govern the interactions and rules for generating and managing NFTs, bidding for fine jewelry, transferring funds, proof
of delivery, and changing ownership. We demonstrated that
our solution is cost-effective and secure against cyberattacks
and vulnerabilities by presenting cost and security analysis.
Furthermore, we compared our approach against prior ones,
where we confirmed providing a comprehensive solution in
terms of reliability, security, traceability, and verifiability. We
also discussed that our solution could be used by additional
industries where physical assets are essential to trace and
deliver. As future work, we plan to develop front-end user
DApps and deploy our smart contracts on the Ethereum main
network.

E. GENERALIZATION

VIII. ACKNOWLEDGEMENT

To address the traceability, transparency, and security criteria of issuing digital certificates and physical delivery of
valuable assets utilizing NFTs, our suggested system is designed, tested, and validated on a public Ethereum platform.
Our proposed technique provides a secure way for business
stakeholders to record their transactions because blockchain
systems encrypt the desired data effectively. Furthermore,
any company dealing with physical and valuable assets like
watches, gold, diamond, or known brands can customize the
proposed smart contracts to meet their needs.
The suggested system effectively traces and tracks the
activities and aspects of the proposed certificate issuing,
ensuring physical delivery and transferring ownership to a
new owner if the process is completed successfully. In addition, the suggested system effectively tracks entities, roles,
and actions in the certification and delivery processes. As a
result, this research applies to the certification and delivery
of valuable assets in various businesses. Owners of valuable
watches, for example, can take advantage of our system to
sell their products and monitor and manage the certification
process, buyers, delivery, and ownership changes. As a result,
the watch owner can manage the entire process with more
precision, accuracy, and minimal damage. Additionally, the
buyer will have more confidence in purchasing an original
item that a reputable source has verified.
Our system includes all aspects of issuing digital certification via NFT and physical delivery. As a result, it can be
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